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中 文 摘 要 ： 本研究分析中文自然對話中常用詞串，探討兩個研究問題：(a)說話
者是否對於高相關性詞組所構成之邊界較為敏銳？(b) 常用詞串是
否於口語產製中呈現單一儲存的韻律現象？此外，我們更近一步探
究常用詞組中的句法組成結構以及內部詞組相關性對於常用詞串在
口語中韻律表現之影響。本研究首先依據大型平衡語料庫定義「常
用詞串」，擷取這些詞串在擁有音段標記之口語語料庫中之使用情
形，進一步分析這些詞串的音長和停頓表現。針對常用詞組內部詞
彙相關性，我們使用具方向性之統計檢定值Delta P作為主要計量值
。本研究發現常用詞串口語產製中的聲學表現與常用詞串在平衡語
料庫中的詞彙頻率以及內部詞彙相關性有高度相關。研究結果更顯
示，不同方向相關性的常用詞串可能反映說話者在互動中概念構思
的策略性選擇。

中文關鍵詞： 口語產製; 多字詞組頻率效應; 語用為本理論; 韻律; 詞串; delta
P

英 文 摘 要 ： In this study, we examined the prosodic realization of
recurrent multiword combinations (RMC) in Mandarin
spontaneous speech production and asked whether speakers
show (a) sensitivity to the junctures created by lexically
associated RMCs and (b) signs of RMC holistic processing.
Crucially, we investigated to what extent RMC processing is
mediated by its structural types and directionality of
lexical associations. RMCs were defined based on a large
representative corpus, and a subset of these RMCs used in a
phone-aligned spoken corpus were identified for the
analyses of the relationship between their duration and
post-sequence pauses on one end and their distributional
statistics and structural types on the other.
Distributional statistics included frequency and
directional lexical associations, using delta P. The
results demonstrate speakers’ strong sensitivity to
multiword distributional statistics and clear signs of RMC
holistic processing. Utilizing multiword combinations of
strong lexical associations in different directions may
reflect speakers’ various needs and strategies in the
process of conceptual planning in production.

英文關鍵詞： spontaneous speech production; multiword frequency effect;
usage-based model; prosody; lexical bundles; delta P
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中文摘要 

本研究分析中文自然對話中常用詞串，探討兩個研究問題：(a)說話者是否對於高相關性

詞組所構成之邊界較為敏銳？(b) 常用詞串是否於口語產製中呈現單一儲存的韻律現象？

此外，我們更近一步探究常用詞組中的句法組成結構以及內部詞組相關性對於常用詞串在

口語中韻律表現之影響。本研究首先依據大型平衡語料庫定義「常用詞串」，擷取這些詞

串在擁有音段標記之口語語料庫中之使用情形，進一步分析這些詞串的音長和停頓表現。

針對常用詞組內部詞彙相關性，我們使用具方向性之統計檢定值 Delta P作為主要計量

值。本研究發現常用詞串口語產製中的聲學表現與常用詞串在平衡語料庫中的詞彙頻率以

及內部詞彙相關性有高度相關。研究結果更顯示，不同方向相關性的常用詞串可能反映說

話者在互動中概念構思的策略性選擇。 

 

關鍵詞:  口語產製; 多字詞組頻率效應; 語用為本理論; 韻律; 詞串; delta P 
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Abstract 

In this study, we examined the prosodic realization of recurrent multiword combinations (RMC) 

in Mandarin spontaneous speech production and asked whether speakers show (a) sensitivity to 

the junctures created by lexically associated RMCs and (b) signs of RMC holistic processing. 

Crucially, we investigated to what extent RMC processing is mediated by its structural types and 

directionality of lexical associations. RMCs were defined based on a large representative corpus, 

and a subset of these RMCs used in a phone-aligned spoken corpus were identified for the 

analyses of the relationship between their duration and post-sequence pauses on one end and 

their distributional statistics and structural types on the other. Distributional statistics included 

frequency and directional lexical associations, using delta P. The results demonstrate speakers’ 

strong sensitivity to multiword distributional statistics and clear signs of RMC holistic 

processing. Utilizing multiword combinations of strong lexical associations in different 

directions may reflect speakers’ various needs and strategies in the process of conceptual 

planning in production.  

Keywords:  spontaneous speech production; multiword frequency effect; usage-based 

model; prosody; lexical bundles; delta P 
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A Prosodic Analysis of Recurrent Multiword Combinations in Mandarin Spontaneous Speech 

Production 

1 Introduction 

The intricacies of how words are concatenated into meaningful multiword sequences for 

various interactional acts have been a central concern in linguistics. Traditional generative 

grammar assumes that multiword sequences, from short phrases and clauses to complex 

sentences, can be adequately explained by syntactic rules, which is referred to as the words-and-

rules approach. Recently, a usage-based approach to this linguistic competence has suggested 

that rules may not be the only grammatical strategies. Extensive experimental and corpus-based 

studies have shown that speakers show clear sensitivity to the distributional properties of 

multiword sequences (Arnon & Priva, 2013; Bybee, 2002a; Ellis, 2002, 2006; Hernández, Costa, 

& Arnon, 2016). More specifically, frequency effects have been observed for linguistic units at 

multiple grain sizes, from single words to multiword combinations, including idioms, binomial 

phrases, collocations, and even compositional multiword sequences. These observations have 

highlighted humans’ capacity to memorize and store larger chunks as part of their grammatical 

competence, which may at the same time undermine the importance of rules in language 

processing. Multiword sequences may not all necessarily be derived from abstract syntactic 

rules. One theoretical repercussion of this usage-based view of grammar is that speakers adopt 

similar processing strategies for single words and multiword units, which render the grammatical 

account of lexical and syntactic competence more cognitively coherent. Another repercussion is 

the important role of repetition in language use. Each token use of a word or multiword 

combination strengthens its entrenchment in mental representation and makes it more easily 

accessed in language processing. This sequence-based “formulaicity” is now recognized as an 
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important property of native competence (Cowie, 1981; Pawley & Syder, 1983; Sinclair, 1991; 

Wood, 2015; Wray, 2002). 

When ditching the preconception that constituents or syntactic structures should always 

be fixed and systematic objects, a usage-based account of grammar can be more liberal-minded 

to embrace the possibilities of having “less prototypical” constituents (i.e., those that are 

structurally less cohesive in traditional generative grammar). Prototypical constituents often 

directly reflect semantic coherence, which is supported by the iconic relation between 

conventionalized structures of language and their semantic relevance (Bybee, 1985; Langacker, 

1997). These units are usually structurally cohesive instances of syntactic units in generative 

grammar (e.g., nominal phrases, verbal phrases, prepositional phrases). Constituents may also 

vary in length and be flexible in structural configurations to the extent that constituency and 

meaning may not have a strictly iconic relationship (Bybee, 2002b, p. 111). Language use 

requires a multimodal setting where semantics, pragmatics, and our experience with the world 

determine what linguistic elements tend to occur together in sequences. Under this usage-based 

view of constituency, the more often particular elements co-occur, the tighter their constituent 

structure. Constituency can therefore be seen as a continuous emerging property of a (single-

word or multiword) linguistic unit instead of a binary categorical membership. Units, including 

words, multiword sequences (e.g., I don’t know why), partially schematic patterns (e.g., verb + 

into + V-ing, … let alone …), and more abstract syntactic patterns (e.g., di-transitive 

constructions), may all reflect various degrees of constituency. According to Bybee (2002b, p. 

111), “repetition is the glue that binds constituents together.” In this view, due to differences in 

co-occurrence patterns, two constituents may still have different degrees of constituency even if 

they have the same structural configuration (Bybee & Scheibman, 1999). For instance, wo3 
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jue2de5 ‘I think’ in Mandarin may have the same syntactic structure as wo3 xiang1xin4 ‘I 

believe’ (i.e., N + V), yet they are likely to differ greatly in their usage frequencies, thus showing 

different degrees of structural cohesion (i.e., constituency). 

The main objective of this study is to adopt this usage-based approach to grammar and 

analyze constituency as an emerging property by investigating the relationship between the 

structural configuration of frequently used multiword sequences and their prosodic structures in 

speech production. In the past few decades, interest has grown in phraseological sequences in 

language (Appel & Trofimovich, 2017; Gablasova, Brezina, & McEnery, 2017; Pawley & Syder, 

1983; Wood, 2015; Wray, 2002),highlighting the fact that language processing is sensitive to 

distributional statistics of multiword combinations (Arnon & Snider, 2010; Bannard & 

Matthews, 2008; Jaeger, 2010). Relatedly, as “the structure of language is hypothesized to derive 

from non-linguistic constraints amplified through repeated cycles of cultural transmission across 

generations of language learners and users” (Frank, Bod, & Christiansen, 2012, p. 2), language 

learning involves the storage and processing of these repeated fragments of speech.  

Phraseology can be broadly stated as a general linguistic phenomenon in which words tend 

to co-occur as chunks of various lengths (Wood, 2015). A general conception of word co-

selection may be traced back to a general linguistic observation, which says that some words 

tend to occur in the same neighborhood (Firth, 1957; Sinclair, 1991). The word co-occurrence 

has therefore been a central criterion in defining phraseology. Although recurrence may seem to 

be an intuitive criterion for defining phraseology, scholars differ in their approaches to deriving a 

more restricted set of qualifying features. For example, phraseology is sometimes used more 

restrictively to refer to semantically opaque multiword combinations (Nation, 2001; Nesselhauf, 

2005), such as idioms (e.g., spill the beans) or fixed expressions (e.g., nuts and bolts). 
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Alternatively, it can refer to multiword combinations of relative semantic transparency, such as 

strong coffee or heavy smoker. These patterns are uniquely defined as phraseology because one 

of the words in the combinations is highly constrained to this bundle with its unique semantics 

(e.g., strong and heavy). Phraseology can also be defined even more broadly as any multiword 

combinations that habitually co-occur, whose semantics can be fairly compositional (Biber & 

Conrad, 1999; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Simpson-Vlach & Ellis, 2010; Sinclair, 1991), 

including structurally cohesive collocations (e.g., strong man, heavy load) or structural fragments 

(e.g., if you look at). These recurrent multiword combinations determined based purely on their 

frequency distribution in corpora are often referred to as lexical bundles (Biber, Conrad, & 

Cortes, 2004). In the present study, we use “phraseology” in its general sense to cover any type 

of habitually occurring multiword combinations, which scholars have described using a range of 

terms, including collocations, lexical bundles, multiword expressions, formulaic sequences, 

CollGrams, and n-grams. Underlying these competing terms are the distinctive ways of 

operationalizing the construct of “recurrence,” which is greatly connected to the multiword 

combinations’ formulaicity. 

Although previous research on phraseology has yielded many interesting insights, several 

gaps remain in our understanding of phraseological competence. First of all, research on 

multiword combinations has been mostly limited to lexical patterns. The prosodic structures of 

multiword combinations have only received limited attention recently (Arnon & Priva, 2013; 

Arnon & Snider, 2010; Lin, 2012, 2013) and therefore warrant further research. According to Lin 

(2012), prosody of multiword combinations is important in at least three aspects. First, for 

idiomatic expressions, how these formulaic chunks are articulated may be connected to the 

accuracy of their communicated meaning (Aijmer, 1996; Ashby, 2006). Second, prosody 
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provides empirical support for the formulaicity of multiword combinations (Altenberg & Eeg-

Olofsson, 1990; Baker & McCarthy, 1988; Lin, 2013; Peters, 1983). This methodology’s 

working assumption is that idiomatic multiword combinations tend to display a range of 

homogeneous articulatory characteristics. Finally, under the framework of a prosody-driven 

language-learning mechanism (Lin, 2012; Peters, 1977), the phonological coherence of 

phraseology may increase the prominence of these chunks in the spoken output, facilitating their 

learning and acquisition. In short, prosodic coherence of frequent multiword combinations in 

spontaneous speech production allows for the acquisition of the emergence of constituency for 

these recurring building blocks in interaction. 

Another important gap is the lack of clear production evidence for the holistic processing 

of multiword combinations. Although it has been accepted that prosodic patterns of multiword 

combinations can elucidate our understanding of multiword processing advantages, previous 

studies have been ambiguous in how to link prosodic evidence to multiword processing. 

Speakers exhibit at least two types of sensitivity to multiword distributional properties. On one 

hand, an examination of the alignment of multiword combinations with prosodic disjuncture, 

such as intonation units or pauses, may provide acoustic evidence of speakers’ sensitivity to the 

juncture the multiword combination creates. On the other hand, durational patterns, such as 

production duration, observed for the entire domain of the multiword combination may indicate 

the degrees of holistic processing of the multiword combination. Because these two types of 

processing advantages have often not been properly differentiated in previous works, it is not 

clear to what extent these two types of prosodic evidence may point to the same conclusions for 

multiword processing advantages. 
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The third gap is connected to the multifaceted nature of the multiword lexical association. 

When considering the multiword combinations’ distributional properties, researchers have 

mostly looked at either the multiword frequency or how it would interact with the frequencies of 

the combination’s individual components (cf. Section 2 for a brief review). Little systematic 

analysis has been conducted regarding how the directionality of the multiword combination’s 

lexical associations may play a role in speakers’ sensitivity to these frequent sequences or their 

holistic processing. Gablasova et al. (2017) highlighted three crucial aspects of distributional 

properties for multiword collocability (i.e., the co-selection of words), including exclusivity, 

dispersion, and directionality. Of particular importance to the present study is the directionality. 

Native intuition for word selection in a linguistic context can be forward-directed or backward-

directed. A relevant linguistic context (e.g., in spite) may narrow the possibilities of the 

upcoming word to only a few alternatives (e.g., of), showing a forward-directed multiword co-

selection (i.e., in spite of). A context (e.g., the end of) may also limit the possibilities of its 

preceding word to only a few (e.g., at), demonstrating a backward-directed multiword co-

selection (i.e., at the end of).  It is still unclear to what extent speakers may be sensitive also to 

the directionality of the multiword lexical associations in language processing. 

To fill these gaps, in this study, we examined speakers’ knowledge of distributional 

properties of the recurrent multiword combination (RMC) by analyzing their multiword prosodic 

patterns in spontaneous speech production. Two main questions were addressed: (1) Do speakers 

show sensitivity to the juncture the RMC creates, and to what extent is this sensitivity mediated 

by the RMC’s syntactic structural types and the RMC lexical association’s directionality? (2) Do 

speakers show signs of holistic processing of the RMC, and to what extent is this holistic 

processing mediated by the RMC’s syntactic structural types and the RMC lexical association’s 
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directionality? We examined the production of frequent three-word sequences in a spontaneous 

context. In particular, we analyzed the prosodic realization of contiguous three-word 

combinations (i.e., trigrams) in spontaneous speech production in Taiwan Mandarin. A list of 

trigrams was first defined based on a representative Mandarin corpus, on which relevant 

distributional properties of these trigrams were computed. Second, a phone-aligned spontaneous 

speech corpus was used to analyze the prosodic patterns of trigrams of varying distributional 

properties. That is, the shared trigrams in the reference corpus and the speech corpus were 

particularly identified for our hypothesis testing. The main objective of this study was to 

determine important relationships between these trigrams’ prosodic structures in speech 

production and their distributional properties in the reference corpus. 

This study extends previous research on multiword-frequency effects in three important 

ways. First, we ask whether speakers’ sensitivity to junctures the RMC creates would interact 

with its syntactic configuration. If RMCs of higher lexical associations are more likely to be 

stored holistically, the effect of syntactic configuration should be reduced in trigrams of high 

lexical associations. Second, we examine speakers’ sensitivity to the RMC lexical associations’ 

directionality. We analyze the frequency effects not only in terms of the multiword frequency’s 

magnitude but also the varying degrees of forward-directed and backward-directed lexical 

associations instantiated in the RMC. All these directional lexical associations are also 

investigated in relation to the RMC’s syntactic configuration. Finally, we examine the multiword 

frequency effects in a face-to-face spontaneous-speech context. We hope that effects of 

multiword sequences observed in interaction can provide more straightforward support for the 

growing prominence of speakers’ phraseological competence in language processing and 

production. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Processing advantages of multiword combinations 

Psycholinguistic and experimental studies have provided strong evidence of native 

speakers’ sensitivity to multiword linguistic structures’ distributional properties (Ellis, 2002). For 

example, idiomatic expressions are processed more quickly than non-idiomatic ones, and this 

processing advantage occurs independently of the idioms’ semantic compositionality or syntactic 

configurations (Tabossi, Fanari, & Wolf, 2008). In a sentence-repetition test, Bannard and 

Matthews (2008) examined how two- and three-year-old children produced four-word 

combinations at various frequency bands in the child-directed speech corpus. They found that the 

children were more likely to correctly recall sequences that were frequently used in the child-

directed speech. Arnon and Snider (2010) extended these findings to adult speakers and showed 

that native speakers’ sensitivity to the frequency of multiword constructions (i.e., compositional 

four-word phrases) was effective for high-frequency and low-frequency sequences. Most 

importantly, their analysis suggested the multiword-frequency effect was independent of the 

individual words’ frequency effects. In a self-paced reading experiment, Tremblay, Derwing, 

Libben, and Westbury (2011) also found that sentences consisting of high-frequency 4- and 5-

word combinations were read more quickly than control sentences. A later recall experiment also 

showed that sentences with high-frequency sequences were more often recalled correctly. 

A similar development has also been observed for L2 learning. In a self-paced reading 

task, Conklin and Schmitt (2008) observed idiomatic phrases’ multiword-frequency effects for 

native and non-native speakers: high-frequency idioms observed in the British National Corpus 

(BNC) were read more quickly than low-frequency ones. In an eye-tracking experiment, 

Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin, and Schmitt (2011) analyzed multiword-frequency effects using 
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the fixed expressions of binomials (e.g., bride and groom, safe and sound, loud and clear). Also, 

based on the distribution in BNC, they found that both native and non-native speakers processed 

high-frequency binomials (247.3 occurrences per 100 million words in BNC) more quickly than 

low-frequency ones (27.4 occurrences). In a lab simulation of adjective-noun collocation 

learning, Durrant and Schmitt (2009) exposed L2 adult learners to adjective-noun pairs with 

varying degrees of repetitions in the input. They found that adult L2 learners acquired the 

implicit adjective-noun co-occurrence in the experimental stimuli: they could recall the target 

noun when the paired adjective was provided as a cue. This retention was effective regardless of 

the number of repetitions of the pairs in the training session. Wolter and Gyllstad (2013) also 

examined the frequency effects of adjective-noun collocations and found that the learners’ 

sensitivity to adjective-noun collocations was effective and independent of L1-L2 congruency. 

Sonbul (2015) compared the native and non-native speakers’ processing of adjective-noun 

collocations at various corpus-derived frequency ranges (e.g. fatal mistake, awful mistake) in an 

eye-tracking experiment and showed that natives and non-natives showed multiword frequency 

effects in the first-pass reading time. Most importantly, this multiword frequency effect is not 

limited to semantically opaque idioms or two-word collocations but is also effective in 

semantically compositional phrases. Hernández et al. (2016) extracted a set of contiguous four-

word combinations, which occurred frequently in several native corpora. These sequences were 

grouped into high- and low-frequency bands based on their corpus distributions (i.e., normalized 

frequencies). In a phrase-decision task, they found that advanced English learners (L1 Spanish) 

processed higher-frequency four-word combinations more quickly and demonstrated varying 

sensitivity to 4-grams at various frequency bands. 
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The concurrent developments of L1 and L2 speakers’ sensitivity to the multiword 

constructions’ frequencies indicate the growth of a native intuition for putting words together in 

language acquisition. Speakers can gradually pick up this native intuition for word co-occurrences 

through their retained memory of language experience. More exposure to the repeated uses of 

particular linguistic segments may therefore play a role in their entrenchment in speakers’ mental 

grammar. 

2.2 Prosody of multiword combinations in spontaneous speech 

Previous analyses of multiword-frequency effects are mostly based on the onset latency 

or production duration of the read speech elicited in an experimental setting. Prosodic analyses 

of multiword combinations in spontaneous speech production are less productive. In this section, 

we discuss a few important works featuring the use of spontaneous speech for the analysis of 

multiword combinations. 

Arnon and Priva (2013) examined the interaction of constituency and frequency for three-

word sequences in the Switchboard corpus, including around 500 telephone conversations in 

American English. Their analysis showed that duration of high-frequency trigrams was 

significantly reduced for constituent (e.g., verb + determiner + noun) and non-constituent (e.g., 

noun + auxiliary + verb) trigrams. This effect occurred independently of individual words’ 

frequencies. Arnon and Priva (2014) analyzed the production durations of the trigrams whose 

central words were nouns in the Buckeye Speech Corpus, which was a larger spontaneous speech 

corpus than the Switchboard, including conversational speech from 40 speakers of American 

English. Controlling for the transitional probabilities relevant to the trigrams’ middle words (e.g., 

P(W2|W1), P(W2|W3), P(W2|W1,W3)), their analyses revealed a robust significant interaction of 

multiword and single-word frequency effects on the duration of the trigrams’ middle words. In 
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particular, the single-word frequency effects were reduced in trigrams with high multiword 

frequency. Analyzing two-word sequences in the Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American 

English, Wahl (2015) compared the bigrams’ lexical associations with internal intonation unit 

(IU) boundaries with those without internal IU boundaries and concluded that bigrams with high 

lexical associations were more likely to occur within an IU instead of spanning the IU 

boundaries. This fact has been taken as evidence of the holistic processing (i.e., storage) of 

strongly-associated bigrams. In addition to prosodic disjuncture, other prosodic patterns have 

also been discussed in relation to the processing of multiword combinations. One of the 

pioneering works examining the impact of multiword frequency on multiword production is 

Bybee and Scheibman (1999), in which they analyzed the degrees of reduction of don’t in 

phrases of various frequencies. Their analysis showed that don’t was most phonetically reduced 

in phrases that were used most often in American English (e.g., I don’t know). Lin (2013) also 

analyzed the formulaic expressions’ stress patterns (218 types) from three- to five-word 

combinations in the Lancaster/IBM Spoken English Corpus. The formulaic expressions in her 

study were first automatically extracted using Paul Rayson’s Wmatrix and then screened 

manually for accuracy. Her analysis suggested that the stressing patterns in formulaic 

expressions (i.e., the distribution of the nucleus) were closely connected to their position relative 

to the intonation units. It remains inconclusive whether formulaic expressions demonstrate high 

degrees of tonal coherence in prosody. Also, Lin’s analysis suggests an implicit assumption that 

formulaic expressions passing the distributional cut-offs formed a homogeneous group. This 

assumption can be problematic because different formulaic sequences may still vary in their 

degrees of formulaicity. This graded formulaicity is largely ignored in Lin’s works. 
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The earlier review reveals several important gaps that motivate the present study. First, in 

this study, we distinguish two types of processing advantages for multiword combinations, 

namely (a) speakers’ sensitivity to the juncture of a linguistic segment and (b) speakers’ holistic 

processing or storage of a linguistic segment. The alignment of a multiword combination with a 

particular prosodic disjuncture (e.g., pause or IU) provides evidence of the processing advantage 

of the former type, and a multiword combination’s durational pattern is more indicative of the 

latter type. In previous studies, researchers have rarely made the distinction between these two 

types of processing advantages. Little research has comprehensively examined these two types of 

prosodic patterns. It is unclear whether multiword frequency effects can generalize to both types 

of processing advantages. Second, prior works on multiword production have been limited to the 

effects of the multiword or individual-word frequencies (Bybee & Scheibman, 1999). Some may 

extend the discussion to the interaction of the multiword frequency effects and the individual 

words’ frequency effects (Arnon & Priva, 2013) or limited sets of transitional probabilities 

(Arnon & Priva, 2014). It is therefore unclear whether the lexical associations of the multiword 

combination (i.e., their collocability) may play a role in multiword production. Third, previous 

analyses of the multiword-combination production in spontaneous speech have often been 

limited to sequences of particular syntactic patterns (e.g., verb + determiner + noun, W1 + noun + 

W3). It remains unclear whether the multiword-frequency effects generalize to other multiword 

combinations, which are less structurally cohesive. Moreover, multiword combinations may 

differ in their hierarchy of constituency, spanning either lower-level (e.g., noun phrases) or 

higher-level constituents (e.g., the clause). It would therefore be interesting to see to what extent 

multiword-frequency effects interact with the syntactic constituency. Finally, in previous studies, 

researchers have paid little attention to the directionality of multiword collocability. Native 
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intuition for word co-selection can be bi-directional (Gablasova et al., 2017). For example, 

speakers normally have a strong intuitive sense of the upcoming word (e.g., of) when given a 

limited amount of preceding linguistic context (e.g., in spite); similarly, they may also have a 

strong intuitive sense of the foregoing word (e.g., at) when given a limited amount of subsequent 

linguistic context (e.g., the end of). Multiword combinations can be integral due to forward- or 

backward-directed lexical associations between words. It would therefore be of interest to see 

whether speakers show sensitivity to lexical associations’ directionality in multiword processing. 

3 Method 

3.1 Data 

Two corpora were used in the present study. The reference corpus in this study was the 

Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of Modern Chinese 4.0 (hereafter Sinica Corpus) (Huang & 

Chen, 2010), which consists of around ten million words from texts collected between 1981 and 

2007, covering various topics and genres. Every text in the corpus has been segmented into 

words and annotated with part-of-speech (POS) tags. The dataset used for prosodic analyses was 

the Sinica Phone-aligned Chinese Conversational Speech Database (SPCCSD), consisting of 

face-to-face free conversations totaling around 3.5 hours from 16 speakers (7 males and 9 

females; age range: 16-46). The SPCCSD’s audio files were manually time-aligned with the 

linguistic transcriptions to the segmental level, which allowed us to empirically analyze the 

speech’s temporal properties. Both corpora are available via the Association for Computational 

Linguistics and Chinese Language Processing (ACLCLP,  http://www.aclclp.org.tw/corp.php). In 

this study, we used the Sinica Corpus as a reference corpus to determine a list of the recurring 

trigrams, each of which was profiled by relevant frequency and lexical association scores 

computed based on their distributional properties in the Sinica Corpus. Second, we analyzed the 
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prosodic patterns of trigrams that were observed in the Sinica Corpus and the SPCCSD. These 

shared trigrams formed our basis for examining our research hypotheses regarding the interaction 

between constituency and prosody. 

3.2 Directional Lexical Associations: Delta P 

Contiguous three-word sequences (i.e., trigrams) were automatically extracted from the 

Sinica Corpus. Trigrams spanning sentence boundaries, numbers, punctuation marks, or non-

word tokens were removed. With the trigrams’ frequencies and all the lower-order frequency 

information (i.e., the frequencies of the bigrams and unigrams in the Sinica Corpus), we 

computed the formulaicity scores of all the trigrams in the Sinica Corpus, namely the forward 

delta P and the backward delta P. These formulaicity scores profiled not only the magnitude of 

the trigram lexical associations but also the directional differences in the lexical associations.  

For each trigram type, delta P computation was based on the contingency table, as shown 

in Table 1: 

 

Table 1 Contingency Table for Delta P 

 Outcome ¬ Outcome Row total 
Cue  O11  O12  R1 
¬ Cue  O21  O22  R2 
Column total  C1  C2  N 

Note. O refers to each cell’s observed frequency. 

 

Delta P was a normalized conditional probability measuring the directional association strength 

between a cue and an outcome. In a trigram W1W2W3, if the first two words (W1W2) were taken 

as the cue and the last word (W3) as the outcome, the delta P was defined as the forward delta P, 

which measured how likely the third word (W3) would be selected given the previous two words. 
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If the last two words (W2W3) were taken as the cue, the delta P was defined as the backward delta 

P, measuring the likelihood of the first word given the cue. The formula for delta P computation 

was shown in  (1):  

 

(1) delta P = P(outcome | cue) – P(outcome | ¬ cue) = !""
#"
− !%"

#%
  

 

Delta P adjusted the conditional probability by taking into account the conditional probability of 

the outcome in the absence of the cue (Ellis, 2006; Gries, 2013). This metric has been effective 

in many usage-based studies in uncovering the process of associative learning for linguistic co-

occurrences (Ellis & Ferreira-Junior, 2009; Ellis & Ogden, 2017; Gablasova et al., 2017; Gries, 

2013; Wahl, 2015). Although many other statistical metrics were also possible candidates for 

lexical association measurement (cf. Evert (2009) and Pecina (2010)), delta P was more 

advantageous in three important aspects. First, it was a statistical approximation of the likelihood 

for word co-selection in production. Second, this metric gave not only the lexical associations’ 

strength but also their directionality for a recurring multiword sequence. Finally, unlike most of 

the association-based metrics (e.g., MI, log-likelihood ratios), delta P can be applied to recurring 

multiword sequences of various lengths, considering the cues of various sizes without 

complicated mathematical transformations (e.g., the pseudo-bigram transformation in Wei and Li 

(2013)). 

3.3 Prosodic Analysis 

The data in the SPCCSD was processed in the same way as that of the Sinica Corpus for 

trigrams’ extraction. The shared trigrams observed in both corpora were particularly identified 

and formed as our basis for prosodic analyses. The procedure was as follows. 
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First, we assigned each trigram two lexical association scores (i.e., the forward delta P 

and the backward delta P) based on the Sinica Corpus. Second, two prosodic features of the 

shared trigrams were extracted from the SPCCSD: post-trigram pausing and trigram duration. 

Post-trigram pausing referred to the occurrence of a noticeable disjuncture or disruption of 

utterance after the trigrams (e.g., pauses, inhalation, laughter). Trigram duration referred to the 

articulatory duration of the trigram in production, which was extracted based on the manual 

time-aligned annotations in the SPCCSD. In particular, a trigram’s duration was defined as the 

time difference between onset and offset of the speech segment in the audio wave files. 

As we were also concerned with the trigrams’ syntactic constituency, we manually 

annotated their structural types. We adopted the structural categories used in the lexical bundle 

research (Biber et al., 2004) and categorized trigrams into three main structural types: NP_PP, 

VP, and CLAUSE. The structural type was defined as the lowest-level syntactic constituent that 

could subsume the whole trigram. 

In summary, for each shared trigram in the SPCCSD, six metrics profiled their prosodic 

and distributional characteristics: 

 

– delta_p_fwd (continuous): the trigram’s forward-directed lexical association based 

on the Sinica Corpus  

– delta_p_bwd (continuous): the trigram’s backward-directed lexical association based 

on the Sinica Corpus  

– trigram_frequency (continuous): the trigram’s frequency based on the Sinica Corpus  

– structural_type (categorical, 3 levels): the trigram’s structural type  
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– post_trigram_pausing (binary): the occurrence of disjuncture after the trigram in the 

SPCCSD  

– trigram_duration (continuous): the trigram’s articulatory duration in the SPCCSD 

 

The linear mixed-effect models were used to analyze the relationship between the 

trigrams’ prosodic patterns and their distributional properties and structural types, utilizing the 

nlme and lme4 package in R. Post-trigram pausing and trigram duration were analyzed 

separately. In the first analysis of post_trigram_pausing, we considered four hypothesis-driven 

factors as our fixed effects: trigram_freq, delta_p_fwd, delta_p_bwd, and structural_type. As the 

occurrences of prosodic disjuncture may be connected to the trigram’s relative position in a 

speaker turn, we also included as a control fixed effect in the model the time difference between 

the onset of the trigram and the onset of the speaker turn in which the trigram was articulated. 

This time difference was normalized by the turn’s length (turn_onset).  

In our second analysis of trigram duration, we considered the same four experimental 

factors, trigram_freq, delta_p_fwd, delta_p_bwd, and structural_type. Moreover, because 

linguistic units’ durational patterns have been suggested to vary greatly according to their relative 

positions in the discourse, our second mixed-effect model included several important factors as 

control fixed effects: (a) whether the trigram appeared at an intonation unit’s onset (iu_initial), 

(b) whether the trigram appeared at the end of an intonation unit (iu_initial), (c) whether the 

trigram was followed by a silent pause (pause_followed), and (d) the turn_onset in our first 

model. All these control factors were preloaded as fixed parts of the model to control for possible 

phrase-final lengthening.  
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We followed the suggestions outlined in Field, Miles, and Field (2012) for model 

selection. A default baseline model included by-speaker random intercepts and all the relevant 

control factors as fixed parts of the mixed-effects model. Hypotheses-driven fixed-effect 

predictors (i.e., the four experimental factors and relevant interactions) were added incrementally 

to the baseline model, and the justification of the added predictors was determined based on the 

model comparisons. The partial multicollinearity between all experimental factors was 

particularly checked using the analysis of the variance inflation factors (VIF). Models including 

all of the experimental factors indicated no significant problems of multicollinearity. All VIFs in 

the post-trigram pausing model were below 1.5, and those in the trigram duration model were all 

below 2.5. 

 

3.4 Other Methodological Issues 

Word segmentations 

Syllable-time 

Counterparts of non-RMC 

 

4 Results 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

Trigrams whose duration was above or below 4 standard deviations from each speaker’s 

mean duration were excluded, which resulted in loss of 3.8% of the data. Our prosodic analyses 

included 2,548 observations of shared trigrams (1,357 types).  Table 2 summarizes the shared 

trigrams’ frequencies in the SPCCSD. A shared trigram was observed in our spoken corpus for 

every 20.81 syllables, 14.34 words, and two inter-pause units. Also, on average, every quarter of 
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a speaker turn contained a use of a shared trigram. All these numbers suggest frequent use of 

recurrent multiword combinations in speech production. 

 

Table 2 Frequency of Shared Trigrams in SPCCSD 

Window Span Freq 
Number of Syllables per Shared Trigram 20.81 
Number of Words per Shared Trigram 14.34 
Number of Inter-pause Units per Shared Trigram 2.00 
Number of Turns per Shared Trigram 0.26 

 

4.2 Post-trigram Pausing 

Detailed statistical reports of the post-trigram pausing analysis are included in Appendix 

A of the Supplementary Data. Model comparisons showed that post-trigram pausing was 

connected to three main effects: delta_p_fwd (𝜒2(1) = 9.85, p < .01), delta_p_bwd (𝜒2(1) = 13.9, 

p < .001), and structural_type (𝜒2(2) = 20.68, p < .001), as well as one interaction: 

structural_type:delta_p_fwd (𝜒2(2) = 13.88, p < .001). To illustrate the continuous factors’ main 

effects (i.e., delta_p_fwd and delta_p_bwd) on the binary response variable (i.e., post-trigram 

pausing) more comprehensively, these continuous values were grouped into four sub-groups 

according to the values of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles in each factor1. For example, the 

low group of delta_p_fwd/delta_p_bwd covered the 0-25th percentile (1st), and the high group 

covered the 75th-100th percentile (4th). The proportion of trigrams with post-trigram pausing 

 

 

1 Please note that the grouping was only for the purpose of graphic illustration. In the statistical 

analyses of the mixed-effects model, we still considered all these factors continuous variables. 
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was then calculated for each sub-group, as shown in Figure 1c and d.  Clearly, the increase in the 

trigrams’ forward and backward delta P may increase the possibility of post-trigram pausing in 

speech production. Regarding the structural types, our analysis suggested that CLAUSE trigrams 

were much less likely to have post-trigram pausing than NP_PP and VP trigrams. 

 

Figure 1. Bar plots of the four main effects on post-trigram pausing, disregarding the other three factors: 

(a) structural type, (b) trigram frequency, (c) delta P forward, (d) delta P backward. 

More importantly, the structural_type:delta_p_fwd interaction suggested that the 

occurrence of post-trigram pausing in trigrams of various structural types may also depend on 

their forward lexical associations (i.e., delta_p_fwd). The interaction plot in Figure 2 showed that 

the increasing effect of delta_p_fwd on the occurrence of post-trigram pausing was greatly 
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reduced in NP_PP trigrams. The NP_PP panel in Figure 2 even suggested a decreasing effect of 

delta_p_fwd: for NP_PP trigrams, an increase in their detal_p_fwd may lead to a lower 

likelihood of post-trigram pausing. The posthoc analyses of the simple effects showed that the 

increasing effects of delta_p_fwd in VP (b = 0.9272, SE = 0.2528, p < .001) and CLAUSE (b = 

0.9638, SE = 0.4484, p < .05) trigrams were significant, but its decreasing effect in NP_PP was 

found to be only marginally significant (p = .05). 

In summary, the analysis of post-trigram pausing showed that trigrams of higher forward 

or backward delta P were more likely to be presented by speakers with a post-trigram disruption. 

The directionality of the lexical associations played a limited role in the occurrence of the post-

trigram pausing. Although trigrams with a higher backward delta P consistently showed more 

occurrences of post-trigram pausing across all structural types, the increasing effect of the 

forward delta P on the post-trigram pausing was much more effective with VP and CLAUSE 

trigrams than with NP_PP trigrams. On the other hand, trigrams spanning higher-level 

constituents (i.e., CLAUSE trigrams) were generally less likely to be demarcated by post-trigram 

pausing. Finally, trigram frequency was not significantly connected to the occurrence of post-

trigram pausing in production. 
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Figure 2. Structural type × delta P forward interaction plot for post-trigram-pausing analysis 

4.3 Trigram Duration 

Detailed statistical reports of the trigram duration analysis are included in the Appendix B 

of the Supplementary Data. Model comparisons suggested that all four factors had significant 

effects on trigram duration (trigram_freq: 𝜒2(1) = 257.17, p < .001; delta_p_fwd: 𝜒2(1) = 33.45, p 

< .001; delta_p_bwd: 𝜒2(1) = 8.84, p < .01; structural_type: 𝜒2(2) = 19.29, p < .001). The error 

plots in Figure 3 display the trigram duration means for each subgroup of each main effect, 

disregarding the other three factors. Several patterns can be observed. First, higher-level 

structural constituency showed shorter trigram duration (Figure 3a). Second, higher-frequency 

trigrams showed shorter duration (Figure 3b). Finally, the effects of association-based metrics, 

delta P, were different: trigrams with a higher forward delta P showed a shortening effect (Figure 

3c), and those with a higher backward delta P contributed to a slight lengthening effect (Figure 

3d).  
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Figure 3. Error plots of the four main effects on trigram duration, disregarding the other three factors: 

(a) structural type, (b) trigram frequency, (c) delta P forward, (d) delta P backward. 

 More importantly, the model comparisons also suggested three significant interactions, 

namely structural_type:delta_p_fwd (𝜒2(2) = 17.34, p < .001), structural_type:delta_p_bwd 

(𝜒2(2) = 20.09, p < .001), and trigram_freq:delta_p_fwd (𝜒2(1) = 11.78, p < .001), indicating that 

lexical associations and structural constituency play important roles in the trigrams’ durational 

patterning. Figure 4 illustrates the trends of these three interactions by grouping the continuous 

factors of delta P’s (i.e., delta_p_fwd, delta_p_bwd) into four sub-groups according to the values 

of the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles in each factor. 
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Figure 4 Interaction plots for trigram duration analysis: (a) structural type × delta P forward, (b) 

structural type × delta P backward, (c) trigram frequency × delta P forward. 

The interaction of structural_type:delta_p_fwd in Figure 4a showed that the shortening 

effect of delta_p_forward was more striking with NP_PP and VP trigrams but was greatly 

mitigated in CLAUSE trigrams. A posthoc analysis of the simple effects of delta_p_fwd in 

trigrams of various structural types indicated that the shortening caused by delta_p_fwd was only 

significant with NP_PP (b = -0.0993, SE = 0.0314, p < .01) and VP trigrams (b = -0.1612, SE = 

0.0274, p < .001). The interaction of structural_type:delta_p_bwd in Figure 4b showed that the 

lengthening effect of delta_p_bwd was only significant with NP_PP trigrams, which was also 
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confirmed by the posthoc analysis (b = 0.1414, SE = 0.0281, p < .001). Regarding the third 

interaction, trigram_freq:delta_p_fwd, although the model comparison suggested a significant 

interaction between the two, the coefficient of this interaction in the model parameters suggested 

a small effect size (r = .04, b = -0.0652, SE = 0.0322, p < .05). The interaction plot in Figure 4c 

illustrates this interaction’s general tendency: as the trigram frequency led to more shortening of 

the trigram, the increase in delta_p_fwd may slightly augment the shortening effect (i.e., trigrams 

on the top-right corner of Figure 2c showed a slight tendency of shorter durations). 

In summary, our analysis of the trigram duration suggested three important observations. 

First, trigram frequency showed a clear multiword-frequency effect (i.e., durational shortening). 

Second, the lexical-association effects demonstrated significant directional differences and 

interacted with the syntactic constituencies: forward-directed lexical association showed a 

shortening effect, which was significantly more evident in lower-level structural types (i.e., 

NP_PP and VP); backward-directed lexical association showed a slight lengthening effect in the 

lowest-level structural type (i.e., NP_PP). 

5 Discussion 

Table 3 summarizes the distributional factors’ effects (i.e., trigram frequency, forward and 

backward delta P) in relation to various structural types of the trigrams in our two prosodic 

analyses. Repeated signs across the entire row in Table 3 indicate no significant interaction 

between the distributional factor and the structural type. This section will connect our acoustic 

analyses to the two research questions addressed in this study.  
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Table 3 Summary of the Prosodic Analyses of Trigrams 

 structural_type NP_PP VP CLAUSE 
Pausing delta_p_fwd n.s. + + 

delta_p_bwd + + + 
trigram_freq n.s n.s. n.s 

Duration delta_p_fwd − − n.s 
delta_p_bwd + n.s n.s 
trigram_freq − − − 

Notes. + = significant positive effect, − = significant negative effect, n.s. = not significant. 

5.1 Sequentiality in Language Processing 

Regarding the first research question, our analysis of post-trigram pausing indicates that 

speakers show sensitivity to the boundaries created by frequent trigrams, and this sensitivity is 

considerably mediated by the trigrams’ structural types and their lexical associations’ 

directionality. In terms of post-trigram pausing, our analysis indicates that trigrams’ raw 

frequency plays a lesser role. Rather, trigrams of higher (forward or backward) lexical 

associations were more likely to be marked with post-trigram pausing, suggesting that multiword 

co-selection (i.e., sequentiality) contributes to a considerable degree of constituency. Previous 

studies have suggested that traditional syntactic constituents play a role in the arrangement of 

prosodic phrases in production (Selkirk, 1986). Our analysis presents additional acoustic support 

for the importance of lexically associated multiword combinations. Our analysis of the 

demarcation of post-trigram pausing indicates that speakers are sensitive to the grammatical 

juncture at the end of the high-association (i.e., high delta P) trigrams, which are often 

structurally fragmented and span traditional grammatical junctures. Our results are also 

connected to the multiword-frequency effects observed in many usage-based studies, in which 

speakers show sensitivity to the distributional properties of linguistic units beyond single words 

(Arnon & Priva, 2013, 2014; Bybee & Scheibman, 1999; Christiansen & Arnon, 2017; Ellis, 

2017; Hernández et al., 2016). Our findings further highlight the importance of the directional 
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lexical contingency and collocability for multiword combinations. These findings point to a 

common pattern that the production of multiword units may rely on an implicit learning of the 

likelihood of multiword co-selection from constant and frequent exposure to the language. 

Furthermore, the structural_type:delta_p_fwd suggests that sequentiality interacts with 

syntactic structural types. The grammatical junctures these NP_PP trigrams span are the 

boundaries of lower-level syntactic structures, compared to VP or CLAUSE trigrams. On the 

other hand, trigrams at the higher-level syntactic structures (e.g., VP and CLAUSE trigrams) 

often span major grammatical junctures. The fact that the effects of stronger forward lexical 

associations (i.e., more occurrences of post-trigram pausing) are more evident in higher-level 

trigrams (i.e., VP and CLAUSE) may indicate that sequentiality plays a more decisive role in the 

production of these high-level multiword constructions. When the multiword combinations are of 

high lexical associations, speakers may be more sensitive to the junctures created by these 

lexically associated multiword combinations rather than to the internal high-level syntactic 

junctures these multiword units have spanned. It is therefore posited that these high-level 

multiword combinations of greater lexical associations may be more likely to demonstrate a 

prosodic pattern of holistic processing (i.e., directional reduction). This prediction is also 

confirmed by our second analysis of the shortening effect of delta_p_fwd on the trigram duration 

(cf. Section 5.2).  

Although the effect of the forward lexical association interacts with the trigrams’ 

structural types, our analysis shows that trigrams with a higher backward delta P consistently 

demonstrate a higher likelihood of post-trigram pausing occurrences across trigrams at all 

syntactic levels. Little interaction of delta_p_bwd with structural_type may indicate that the 

sequentiality backward lexical associations demonstrate may differ from the sequentiality the 
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forward lexical associations demonstrate. We will come back to this issue in Section 5.2 when 

we integrate the findings regarding the trigram durational patterns. For now, we may conclude 

that lexical associations’ directionality and the trigrams’ structural types play important roles in 

speakers’ sensitivity to multiword combinations’ distributional properties. 

5.2 Holistic Processing of Multiword Combinations 

Regarding our second research question, our analysis suggests an affirmative answer. 

Similar to the multiword-frequency effects observed in the previous studies (Arnon & Priva, 

2013, 2014; Bybee & Scheibman, 1999; Christiansen & Arnon, 2017; Ellis, 2017; Hernández et 

al., 2016), our analysis has also identified a clear trigram-frequency effect: trigrams of higher 

frequency are shorter. Our analysis also revealed that the lexical associations’ directionality also 

plays a role in speech production. In particular, our results suggest that most of the multiword-

frequency effects may be partly attributed to the forward-directed lexical associations. Forward-

directed lexical association may more effectively contribute to the multiword units’ shortening 

effects (cf. trigram_freq:delta_p_fwd). However, because CLAUSE trigrams generally are of 

shorter duration, this shortening may lead to the mitigated shortening effect of the forward-

directed lexical association with these high-level trigrams (cf. structural_type:delta_p_fwd). That 

being said, CLAUSE trigrams with higher forward-directed lexical associations still play a role 

because speakers are still sensitive to the junctures of these high forward-association CLAUSE 

trigrams by marking more prosodic disruptions (cf. Table 3).  

The effects of backward lexical associations are more ambiguous at first sight. In our first 

analysis of post-trigram pausing, trigrams with higher backward lexical associations consistently 

show a greater likelihood of post-trigram pausing, suggesting speakers’ sensitivity to the 

junctures of multiword combinations with high backward-directed lexical associations. But our 
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second analysis of trigram duration shows that a higher backward delta P often leads to longer 

duration of the trigrams. These findings may be connected to our previous speculation that a 

multiword constituency based on backward lexical associations may differ from that based on the 

forward ones. High backward lexical associations usually suggest that when using the multiword 

combination, speakers are more likely to select the first word given the following words. In other 

words, when speakers use a trigram with higher backward lexical association, they likely have 

already had W2 and W3 active in their mind when producing W1. This backward-directed lexical 

contingency may suggest that the cue (i.e., W2W3) may have been active in the speaker’s mind 

when s/he produced the outcome (i.e., W1). In this respect, the lengthening effect of a high 

backward delta P may have profound implications for advanced planning in incremental speech 

production (Ferreira & Swets, 2002; Keating & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2002; Levelt, Roelofs, & 

Meyer, 1999). Utilizing sequences of high backward-directed lexical associations may allow 

speakers to perform the on-line conceptual planning with less effort in the articulation of the 

ongoing utterances.  

Multiword combinations of higher backward lexical associations suggest that the 

backward-directed word selection is more limited. The first word of the high-backward-delta-P 

trigrams is more likely to be a closed-class functional word, such as an article, determiner, 

classifier, or preposition. Given the right-branching structure of Mandarin, NP_PP trigrams of 

higher backward lexical associations may therefore be more likely the initial part of an NP or PP. 

The lengthening effect of delta_p_bwd may suggest that speakers utilize these trigrams for 

speech planning and floor maintenance simultaneously: when they are articulating the second 

two words of the trigrams, because these two words are likely to have been already active in their 

mind, they could spend more time conceptually planning the following ideational contents for 
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their following talk (i.e., the upcoming utterances after the trigram). The lengthening effect of 

delta_p_bwd may be attributed to this incremental nature of speech production (i.e., a process of 

simultaneously planning upcoming messages and articulating current utterances) (Levelt et al., 

1999). Second, the fact that the lengthening effect is significantly more evident with NP_PP 

trigrams suggests that the lengthening often takes NPs or PPs as the scaffolding for incremental 

planning. A quick survey of high-delta_p_bwd trigrams supports our claim, showing that these 

trigrams often serve as floor-maintaining templates in conversational speech for planning. VP or 

CLAUSE trigrams are more likely to reach the end of the proposition, which is often a basic 

discourse unit the conversational participants communicate. Please refer to Appendix C-E of the 

Supplementary Data for more detail of the examples. 

Along with our findings in the first analysis, delta_p_fwd and delta_p_bwd show 

different degrees of interaction with the trigrams’ structural types in their effects on the 

occurrences of the post-trigram pausing. Their distinct effects on the trigrams’ durational patterns 

may further indicate the pragmatic differences between these two directional lexical associations. 

We posit that the use of multiword combinations of strong lexical associations in different 

directions may reflect speakers’ various needs and strategies in the process of conceptual 

planning in spontaneous speech production. The use of forward-directed multiword co-selection 

is more likely to be connected to better planning, and a backward-directed one may be more 

connected to poorer planning. In the process of incremental production, if the conceptual 

planning goes smoothly, speakers are more likely to use words that are intuitive and mostly 

likely follow, thereby minimizing the articulation efforts. Speakers may take greater advantage of 

those multiword combinations of higher forward-directed lexical associations, which can easily 

be retrieved holistically as a chunk. If the conceptual planning does not go smoothly (e.g., 
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hesitation or disfluency occurs), speakers may need more time to figure out the upcoming 

utterances when they are articulating the current fragment of speech. Speakers may therefore 

utilize multiword combinations of higher backward-directed lexical associations but for a 

different strategic use. The durational lengthening of these chunks indicates that speakers adopt 

these multiword combinations to earn more buffering time for more effective speech planning. 

More work is needed to fully explore the pragmatic role of lexical association directionality in 

language processing. 

6 Conclusion 

In this study, we investigated the prosodic patterns of frequent trigrams in Mandarin 

spontaneous speech production. The post-trigram pausing and the trigrams’ durational patterns 

have been systematically analyzed in relation to these trigrams’ distributional properties and 

structural types. Directional association metrics, delta P, were specifically used to examine the 

role of collocability directionality in the processing of multiword combinations. The first 

analysis of post-trigram pausing showed that greater lexical association increased the likelihood 

of a post-trigram pause. The effect of backward delta P was pronounced across all structural 

types, but the increasing effect of the forward delta P was limited to VP and CLAUSE trigrams. 

Moreover, the first analysis showed that the higher structural type the trigram spanned, the less 

likely it was to be demarcated by post-trigram pausing. Finally, trigram frequency was not 

significantly connected to the occurrence of post-trigram pausing in production. The second 

analysis of the trigram duration suggested that trigram frequency and forward lexical association 

had the pronounced effect of phonetic reduction, suggesting the holistic processing of multiword 

combinations. Most importantly, our results demonstrated a significant directional difference in 

lexical associations: forward delta P showed a shortening effect, which was significantly more 
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evident in lower-level structural types, and backward delta P showed a slight lengthening effect 

in the lowest-level structural type (i.e., NP_PP). It is posited that distinct durational patterns 

stemming from two directional lexical associations may be connected to their various pragmatic 

roles in incremental speech production. 

This study has several limitations that need to be acknowledged. The first is related to the 

arbitrary choice of the multiword size. Although in the present study, we only focused on three-

word sequences, phraseological sequences are in no way limited to this particular size. 

Researchers of lexical bundles have frequently extended their analysis of multiword 

combinations from four- to seven-word sequences (Wood, 2015). Future work may need to 

extend our prosodic analyses to longer multiword combinations. Our current reference and 

speech corpus are both small, which is sufficient for a study on trigrams. Future research on 

longer multiword combinations may require a more representative spoken corpus. Second, 

multiword combinations can be structurally discontinuous word sequences (e.g., gapped n-

grams), with intervening slots for alternative lexical items to be inserted. In future work, 

researchers may need to include these more schematic linguistic formats and examine how these 

long-distance lexical associations affect their prosodic patterns. 

A thorough understanding of the intricacies in language processing may center on the 

question of how speakers stich words together into coherent linguistic segments. Because the 

prosodic patterns of multiword combinations have suggested speakers’ strong sensitivity to the 

multiword distributional characteristics, recurrent multiword combinations that are sequentially 

associated may play a crucial role in language processing, possibly a fundamental building block 

in speech production. 
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一、 參加會議經過	

International	Corpus	Linguistics	Conference 為英國每兩年舉辦一次之語料庫語言學國際研討

會，英國向來是語料庫語言學與應用語言學發展重鎮，今年為此系列會議第十屆，同時也是本人

第二度參加此會。International	Corpus	Linguistics	Conference 創始於 2001 年，由語料庫語言學研

究龍頭 University	of	Lancaster 開啟此系列會議。此研討會是目前語料庫語言學研究中，重要會議

之一，雖以語料庫研究方法為本，但主題涵蓋多元，應用層面相當廣，是個能夠讓研究者吸取多

元研究能量的難得盛事。	

今年度的 International	Corpus	Linguistics	Conference	2019	(CL2019)是由 Cardiff	University 舉

辦，地點位於距離倫敦約兩小時多火車車程，Cardiff	University 座落於威爾斯西北的海港，

Cardiff。Cardiff 附近的機場不大，多半是國內線，這次本人因七月十九日於荷蘭 Leiden 剛結束會

議行程(International	Convention	of	Asian	Scholars)，考量交通成本以及預算，因此本人這次出發，

是由荷蘭阿姆斯特丹，直飛英國倫敦 Gatwick 國際機場，再轉火車前往 Cardiff。Cardiff	University

校園距離 Cardiff	Central	Station 大約有 30 分鐘路程，從中央車站到會議所安排之住宿地點，均以

步行為主。	

International	Corpus	Linguistics	Conference	2019 為期共四天，外加一天是會議前的工作坊(Pre-

conference	Workshop)。按以往 CL 的慣例，會前工作坊強調實作，主題多元，主持人均為各個領
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域擁有豐富經驗的學者，此次工作坊共有十場，主題內容包括人工智慧應用、特定語言語料庫建

置、多媒介語料庫建置、新開發語料庫工具推廣、語料分析工具開發及大數據在語料庫語言學中

的應用等議題，有別於傳統學術會議，在每一個工作坊中，主講者著重實作經驗傳承以及實體軟

件操作，非常實用。	

這次 CL2019 會議共安排五場 Keynote	Speech，演講者依序包括：Svenja	Adolphs、Tony	

McEnery、Brona	Murphy、Hilary	Nesi 及 Elena	Semino。本人這次的口頭論文發表是安排於七月

二十三日早上的第一場次，十一點四十分至十二點二十分。這次論文發表題目為「Phraseology	

and	Prosody:	Corpus-based	Acoustic	Evidence	from	Spontaneous	Speech	Production」，發表過程順

利，與會者亦針對本人研究提出許多建議，特別針對語音聲學參數測量與計量，如時長之計算及

統計模型對於詞串長度的考量等，提出不少後續可以修改的想法，本人收穫良多。更值得一提的

是，這次聽眾中，有兩位重量級的語料庫語言學家前來聆聽：美國加州大學聖塔芭芭拉分校的

Stefan	Gries 教授以及瑞士納沙泰爾大學的 Martin	Hilpert 教授，會前見到這兩位大師級語料庫專

家，確實感到更大壓力，但會後兩位學者所提供的寶貴建議與提點，卻是難能可貴。	

二、 與會心得	

參加完 CL2019 的第一印象是，主辦單位相當用心。因本人的論文發表正好是正式會議的第

一天第一個場次，在開場主題演講 Elena	Semino 教授演講完畢後，只有二十分鐘左右的茶點時間

能夠準備演講。而當時初到會議場地，還沒來得及搞清楚方位，在詢問主辦單位工作人員後，他

們隨即安排該場次負責人，親自引導發表者至該發表論文教室準備，同時檢整所有需要使用的器

材設備，相當有效率。此外，大會所安排的論文發表會議室，均集中於校園兩棟相近建築，與會

者在轉換場次期間，不需要花費大量時間，整個場地安排相當適切。	

而針對會議餐食安排，仿照之前 International	Corpus	Linguistics	Conference 的慣例，每日中

餐均以自助式提供餐點，安排在會議大廳，食物多元，就本人參加國際會議經驗中，算是相當豐

富的餐食安排。而晚餐部分，因會議結束後，大約都是晚上七點以後，幾乎所有校園內的餐廳都

已經打烊，因此必須步行至 Cardiff 市中心自行用餐。	

此外，以往國際會議參加的經驗是，往往同時進行(Parallel Sessions)的論文發表很多，整個會



議議程，幾乎每一個時段，不論是主題性的論文或是工作坊，都至少有兩篇以上文章同時間進行

發表，當下其實與會者很難能夠立即掌控自己有興趣的場次。而會議主辦單位似乎也了解大家有

這樣的疑慮，這次會議提供了一個手機程式，讓所有與會者免費下載。利用這個程式，每一個與

會者可以迅速搜尋相關關鍵字及作者名稱，搜尋自己有興趣的場次及論文發表，同時也可以利用

該程式的推播功能，宣達重要公告事項以及會議議程之臨時性調整。該程式也可以依據與會者需

求，針對各個場次紀錄參加後的心得感想。因此我們認為主辦單位非常用心，這也是我們首次參

加有提供手機 APP 程式的語言學國際研討會。	

整體而言，本人認為 CL2019 舉辦的相當成功，會議中集結許多跨領域研究學者，成功將語

料庫方法提升為文本分析的基本依歸，讓不同領域的學者，能夠透過共同的研究方法交流與互

動，進而為語料庫的建置賦予更實質的研究價值與意義。	

	

三、 發表論文全文或摘要	

	

Phraseology and Prosody: Corpus-based acoustic evidence from spontaneous speech production 

Phraseology has received central attention in research on language processing (Gablasova, Brezina, & 

McEnery, 2017; Wood, 2015). Psycholinguistic and experimental studies have provided strong evidence for 

native speaker’s sensitivity to distributional properties of linguistic structures at multiple sizes (Ellis, 2002). 

Most importantly, this distributional sensitivity is not only limited to single-word lexical units but also 

recurrent multiword combinations (RMC). Studies have shown that high-frequency or formulaic multiword-

combinations are processed faster by native speakers (Bannard & Matthews, 2008)(Arnon & Snider, 

2010)(Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, & Westbury, 2011). Similar processing advantages of RMCs have also 

been found with L2 speakers, ranging from semantically opaque sequences, such as idioms (Conklin & 

Schmitt, 2008; Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin, & van Heuven, 2011) and collocations (Durrant & Schmitt, 

2010; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013), to compositional multiword-combinations (Hernández, Costa, & Arnon, 

2016). In contrast with the generative “words-and-rule” approach (Pinker, 1999), which posits that 



multiword constructions are syntactically derived, the multiword frequency effects suggest that RMC may 

serve as “integral building blocks” in language processing (Christiansen & Arnon, 2017, p. 542). This 

widely-documented phraseological competence, i.e., language users’ sensitivity to word co-occurrences, 

poses a great challenge to the traditionally assumed categorical distinction between lexicon and grammar, 

and motivates a usage-based view of language: repeated use leads to the entrenchment of linguistic 

constructions in mental representation (Bybee, 2002; Tomasello, 2003). Beyond language comprehension, 

this study investigates the role of RMC in spontaneous speech production by examining the prosodic 

coherence of the multiword combinations. The present study focused on spoken Taiwan Mandarin. 

In this study, we use “phraseology” in its most general sense to cover any type of habitually occurring 

multiword combinations, which have been described by a range of terms, including collocations, lexical 

bundles, multiword expressions, formulaic sequences, CollGrams, and ngrams. Underlying these competing 

terms are the distinctive ways of operationalizing the construct of “recurrence”, which is greatly connected 

to the “formulaicity” of the multiword combinations. The objective of this project is to examine the inter-

relationship of the prosodic encodings, structural characteristics, and the formualicity of the RMCs in 

spontaneous speech production. In particular, we addressed the question of whether the prosodic encodings 

of RMCs may be connected to their structural configurations and/or formulaicity. Prosodic encodings 

included the average cross-boundary f0 reset in-between the syllables of the RMCs; structural characteristics 

referred to the phrasal cohesiveness of the RMC (e.g., a phrase or a phrasal fragment); formulaicity referred 

to the degrees of recurrence of the RMC in language use. We expect that higher formulaicity will lead to a 

more coherent prosodic structure in speech production. Also, we will examine the interaction effect of the 

formulaicity and structural configuration on the prosodic encodings.  It is posited that syntactic 

cohesiveness will have little effect on the prosodic coherence for high-formulaicity RMC; on the other hand, 

the syntactic integrity may have more effect on the prosodic coherence for low-formualicity RMC. 

Therefore, this study considered the formualicity or phraseology of the RMC to be a continuous, rather than 

a categorical property of a multiword sequence. 



This study first used the Mandarin Conversational Dialogue Corpus (MCDC) as a reference corpus to 

define a list of RMC. MCDC contains 8 hours of face-to-face conversations, with orthographic transcripts 

and annotations of spontaneous speech phenomena (e.g. pausing, or phonetic variations). To determine the 

RMC list, recurrent four-word combinations in MCDC were extracted from MCDC. We used a directional 

measure, Delta P (DP) (Ellis, 2006; Gries, 2013) to assess the “glueyness” of the sub-units for each RMC. 

DP measured a proficient speaker’s likelihood to select a word given a neighboring context of a variable size 

as a cue. This contingency-based metric allowed us to assess RMC formualicity in two directions. Take a 

contiguous four-word combination W1W2W3W4 for example. If the first three words are given as a cue, we 

can compute its forward DP, indicating the likelihood that native speakers would select W4 when W1W2W3 is 

given as a cue. Likewise, if the last three words are given as a cue, we can compute its backward DP, 

indicating the likelihood that native speakers would select W1 when W2W3W4 is given. These DP values 

simulate native-like intuition for conditional word selection (or word co-selection). For example, in English, 

the top five words that most likely follow and he… are was, said, had, has, did. If the cue is different, e.g., 

so he…, then the native-like intuition for forward word selection may predict a different set of words, i.e., 

could, can, was, would, did. Similarly, a native-like intuition for backward word selection would predict that 

the word that most likely comes before was told is I. To exclude hapax legomena sequences, cut-off values 

for the raw frequency and dispersion of the RMC were used (The RMC should occur at least 5 times in at 

least 5 different documents in the reference corpus). All RMCs were then ranked by the DP-based 

“glueyness”. All RMCs passing the cut-offs were included as our RMC reference list. 

Secondly, we analyzed the prosodic-acoustic characteristics of these RMS using the Sinica Phone-

aligned Chinese Conversational Speech Database (SPCCSD). The SPCCSD is a subset of MCDC, 

consisting of 3.5 hours from 16 speakers (7 males, 9 females) aged from 23-46. In this particular dataset, the 

audio files of the SPCCSD were manually time-aligned with the transcript to the segmental level, stored in 

Praat’s TextGrid format. We identified the the shared RMCs, i.e., RMCs that were both on our reference list 

and also used in the SPCCSD. This shared subset of RMCs in SPCCSD formed as the basis of our later 



statistical analysis of the relationship between the prosodic encodings and the structural configurations and 

formulaicity of the RMCs. 

Finally, we operationalized the RMS prosodic encodings and structural characteristics as follows. The 

syntactic properties included (1) the phrasal cohesiveness of the RMCs (i.e., whether the sequence is 

structurally complete), and (2) the (intended) structural type of the sequence (i.e., NP-based, Clause/VP-

based, PP-based). Prosodic properties included the average f0 reset in-between syllables of the RMCs. For 

each syllable we used the f0 value at the energy max as the reference f0. For each pair of contiguous 

syllables in the RMC, we computed the difference of the two energy-controlled f0’s. The average of all the 

cross-syllable f0 differences was computed as the pitch-related prosodic coherence of the RMC. As research 

on prosody has shown that a large pitch reset (i.e., an up-ward shift in pitch relative to the speaker’s previous 

utterance) is a sign of major syntactic or discourse boundaries, our working assumption is that the smaller 

the average f0 reset within the RMCs, the more prosodically coherent it is.  

Linear mixed-effect models were used to analyze the relationships between formualicity scores 

(forward and backward DP) and syntactic properties (phraseology cohesiveness and structural types) of the 

RMSs as fixed-effects on the one hand, and the pitch-related prosodic encoding (average f0 reset) as the 

dependent variable on the other. We also included several controlled factors as a fixed-part of the model to 

control the effects of RMC duration, local tonal influences (e.g., the lexical tones in Mandarin), pitch 

declination, and topic structure on the pitch variation. Our results suggest that the higher the formulaicity, 

the more prosodically coherent the RMC is. A significant interaction between formulaicity and syntactic 

configuration is also observed, indicating that syntactic integrity has little/strong effect on the prosodic 

realization of the RMS if the RMS is high/low in formulaicity.  

As phraseological sequences highlight the importance of sequentiality in language use, our analysis 

further sheds light on the role of sequentiality in linguistic constituency. More specifically, our results 

support the hypothesis shared by the usage-based approach to language processing that constituency is not a 

fixed categorical attribute of linguistic structures, but an emergent property motivated by language use. 



Linguistic units or structures can vary in constituency, with some being syntactically cohesive as a 

traditional syntactic constituent, as well as others being less syntactically cohesive as structurally 

fragmented prefabricated chunks. Formulaicity is not a categorical property either. A phraseological 

sequence can be more or less formulaic depending on its use in interaction. This emerging formulaicity can 

be analyzed as a basis for constituency in grammar. 

 

Keywords:  Multiword combinations, lexical bundles, phraseology, prosody, spontaneous speech, usage-

based grammar, spoken corpus 
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四、 建議	

語料庫語言學在英國發展已漸趨成熟，這次會議令人印象最深的是看到跨領域之語料庫語言

學方法的應用研究，這次會議主題演講者之一，Elena Semino 教授，甚至為整個語料庫語言學

領域注入更多新生命，Semino 教授認為，語料庫的文本分析可應用於醫療上，而其分析的結果

更有助於良好醫病關係的建立，她也提到，近年來亦有越來越多以語料庫為本的相關研究，發表

於醫學與醫療相關期刊，可見語料庫語言學在整個跨領域研究的實用性與前瞻性。語料庫語言學

或應用語言學，已經不再是以語言學習、語言教學為主，應用語言學之範疇，不論在醫學、生物

學、商業、廣告、新聞等，只要是需要文本分析的學門，都能見到語料庫研究的精神。或許，未

來台灣也可以朝向這方面以「語料庫」為本的研討會發展，舉辦類似主題之研討會或工作坊，以

利統合與提昇以文本分析為主的跨領域研究能量。 

	

五、 攜回資料名稱及內容	

– 會議議程表	

– 學校宣傳頁	

	

六、其他	

無。	
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一、 參加會議經過 

第十五屆國際認知語言學研討會（ICLC2019）今年是由日本關西學院大學

計畫編號 MOST 107－2410－H－003－056 

計畫名稱 句法組成、序列性、及韻律：以語料庫為本方法分析中文自然對話

中常用詞串  

出國人員

姓名 
陳正賢 服務機構及職稱 

國立台灣師範大學英語

系助理教授 

會議時間 
108年 8月 6日至

108年 8月 11日 
會議地點 

日本西宮市

(Nishinomiya) 

會議名稱 
(中文) 第十五屆國際認知語言學大會 

(英文) International Cognitive Linguistics Conference 15 

發表題目 

（第一篇） 

(中文) 句法組成、序列與韻律：中文自然對話中多字詞組之語料庫

文本分析 

(英文) Constituency, sequentiality, and prosody: A corpus-based 

analysis of phraseological sequences in Mandarin spontaneous 

speech production 

（第二篇） 

(中文) 語用本文之語法觀：詞彙、句構與輪替之語意網絡分析 

(英文) A usage-based constructionist approach to grammar: 

Semantic network analyses of words, constructions, and 

alternations 



主辦，地點位於日本關西的西宮市。本人是由台北出發，搭乘中華航空直飛關

西機場班機，抵達大阪。關西學院大學交通不算便利，學校附近沒有大型飯店

入駐，會議期間，又正巧碰上關西地區一年一度的花火節，因此觀光旅遊人潮

眾多，主辦單位在兩三個月前，便不斷提醒所有與會者盡早訂購住宿，出發前

預訂會議住宿地點時，業已發現許多飯店都已額滿，因此，在住宿選擇上也花

費了不少時間搜尋適當的地點。 

大會所建議與會者住宿地點，距離主辦學校都有一段車程。本人此次選擇

居住於會議建議的大阪梅田區飯店，梅田為大阪之重要交通樞紐，有許多國家

鐵路(JR)交會，可搭乘 JR線前往關西學院大學，中間需要轉乘兩次不同路線的

火車，最後再轉乘公車，抵達關西學院。 

由於到達關西學院的交通轉乘複雜，本人第一天即提早約兩小時出發，前

往會議議場報到，主辦單位在前往關西學院的公車站牌前，亦安排負責幹部高

舉旗幟，以利所有與會者迅速找到公車搭乘處，從大阪梅田到關西學院大學，

共需花費大約一小時的時間。 

今年 ICLC2019共邀請六位知名認知語言學家，擔任主題演講者，包括：

William Croft、Nick Enfield、Martin Hilpert、Sotaro Kita、Jeannette 

Littlemore和 Sally Rice，從主題演講的陣容，不難推敲此次會議的主題多元

性，認知語言學不僅著重語言結構的語用與認知功能表述，同時更強調跨語言

共通性與人類認知的連結，且語言表徵更跳脫傳統語音文字信息，重新檢視言

談互動、身體行動、手勢等對於人類認知的影響，可見認知語言學仍是語言

學、甚至整個人文學中，重要領域之一。 

本人在這次的 ICLC2019共發表兩篇論文，第一篇是「Constituency, 

sequentiality, and prosody: A corpus-based analysis of phraseological 

sequences in Mandarin spontaneous speech production」，著重中文常用詞串

之語音分析。第二篇文章是與本人所指導之碩士班學生共同發表，由本人擔任



口頭發表者，論文題目為「A usage-based constructionist approach to 

grammar: Semantic network analyses of words, constructions, and 

alternations」。大會非常貼心，將兩場次均安排於同一天，八月七日，第一篇

文章安排於早上第一場次；第二篇文章安排於下午第一場次。 

以往國際認知語言學研討會都有不少台灣和大陸學者參加，與會者也不少

都是漢語研究專家，因此這次本人的兩篇文章發表，也從聽眾當中獲得不少回

饋。其中，又屬第二篇文章得到的迴響較大。在第二篇文章發表中，大會的

keynote speaker之一，Martin Hilpert教授也前來聆聽，同時問了不少相關的

問題，針對許多研究方法上的細節，提出質疑與建議，本人收穫良多。 

參與會議過程中，遇見不少來自台灣的同仁，包括國立台灣大學呂佳蓉教

授、國立政治大學賴惠玲教授及徐嘉慧教授、國立中山大學黃舒屏教授、大同

大學林志凱教授、國立臺灣科技大學謝承瑜教授、靜宜大學賴昱達教授等，從

多位同仁所發表的主題廣泛性與多元性，可清楚看見認知語言學已在台灣語言

學界中成為顯學，廣受學者們關注，對於未來理論發展的多元性，有深遠實質

影響力。另外值得一提的是，這次會議中也遇到不少先前修課的博士班學生，

前來發表論文，看到整個台灣語言學界，不僅許多前輩前來與會，更有不少碩

博生也在此會中，大放異彩，發表許多新穎主題論文，未來認知語言學發展，

令人期待。 

 

二、 與會心得 

International Cognitive Linguistics Conference (ICLC)為每兩年舉辦一次之

認知語言學學會常態性會議，是認知語言學領域中，數一數二的大型國際會

議。從主題演講之學者名單，不難看出其於該學門領域中的重要性，涵蓋不少

熱門當紅的議題，如：歷史語言重建、語言形態學、隱喻認知、構式語法、語

言情態等，會中聆聽許多知名認知語言學家，是此次會議最值回票價的一點。



主題演講系列中，印象最深刻的是William Croft博士演講的新穎與前瞻性。這

次演講已經不是本人第一次聆聽 Croft博士發表演說，但令人欽佩的是，在每

一次的演講聆聽中，Croft博士總會提出一個新的假說，而不是像大多數的學者

老調重彈，這次主題演講中，尤其欣賞他所提出的 Conceptual Universals的假

設，這將會對整個 usage-based grammar有引領性的發展。 

反觀目前台灣的認知語言學研究，或多或少都仍著重在單一面向的小主

題，或是少數幾個特定語言，尚無法同時考量如此龐大且多元的認知要素，看

到這些知名認知語言學家如此宏觀的研究規模，不僅讚歎，更有無形壓力鞭

策，期許未來整個台灣認知語言學領域，也能夠朝此脈絡發展。就目前在台灣

認知語言學發展來說，多半還是以 Adele Goldberg的分支最熱門，且多數分析

仍偏向質化分析，較少使用複雜的量化統計方法，分析語言資料。但從這次會

議中，許多認知語言學家以漸漸融入神經語言學的科學方法，以及許多跨領域

的資料探勘統計方法，來分析語言的共通性和結構性。這些方法最大的障礙是

必須克服複雜的數學與程式技術，因此，此領域之方法，在台灣仍有許多發展

空間。參與此盛會，讓我們這些第一線的研究者有更高的警覺性，期許未來能

夠將研究的範疇拓展，為理論發展的前端做出貢獻。 

另外，此次會議中也聆聽了幾個博士生的論文發表場次，這些博士生的指

導老師均為此領域的巨擘，同時也參與這次的會議，從會議發表過程中，可以

看見國外指導教授與學生之間的合作關係，那種平行共同商討研究的互助，是

在國內較為少見的，相對於國內師生指導關係來說，他們多了點學生獨創的能

力與挑戰，這是值得我們學習的。 

此次會議的舉辦地點，西宮市不算是個交通便利的城市，而主辦單位關西

學院大學位於山坡上，交通多半靠公車運輸，因此，這次與會在往返住宿與會

議地點時，較為費時。另外，整個關西地區來說，英語溝通尚未普及，有許多

生活上的溝通，仍多半以日文為主，如與公車司機互動、一般商店店員互動



等。就連會議主辦學校所找來的工作人員，似乎英語溝通上也不盡理想。我記

得在論文發表前，曾經嘗試向會議工作人員尋求硬體設備協助，需要外接筆記

型電腦至會場的投影機，但工作人員聽完一連串的英語陳述後，當下卻是愣住

了，接著迅速尋求其他擅長英語的同仁協助。 

雖說語言溝通上有些許障礙，但我覺得主辦方相當細心的安排每一個會議

環節。最令人印象深刻的是會議的網頁資訊，誠如先前提到，從各個不同的住

宿地點到達關西學院大學的方式非常複雜，然而，主辦單位將每一個轉車細

節，包括月台號碼、上車行走方向、月台號碼、等車地點等，都一一詳述，甚

至提供現場照片讓每一個與會者可以對照每一個轉乘路口，非常清楚！我從來

沒有看到如此用心的交通解說，確實令人讚嘆日本人對於細節的要求與堅持。 

三、發表論文全文或摘要 

 

Constituency, sequentiality, and prosody: A corpus-based analysis of phraseological 

sequences in Mandarin spontaneous speech production 

Alvin Cheng-Hsien Chen 

National Taiwan Normal University 

alvinchen@ntnu.edu.tw 

 

Keywords: Multiword sequences, phraseology, prosody, spontaneous speech, usage-based 

 

This study examines the prosodic realization of phraseological sequences in spontaneous speech production of 

Taiwan Mandarin. Phraseology is defined as the recurrent multiword sequence (RMS) identified in a large corpus. This 

study used the Mandarin Conversational Dialogue Corpus (MCDC) as a reference corpus to generate a list of RMS. 

We the identified the shared RMS used in the Sinica Phone-aligned Chinese Conversational Speech Database 

(SPCCSD) to investigate the articulatory characteristics of these RMS. In particular, we investigate whether the 



prosodic structures of the RMS correlate with their formulaicity and/or syntactic configurations. 

To determine the RMS list, recurrent three-word to five-word sequences in MCDC were extracted. We used a 

directional measure, Delta P (DP) (Ellis, 2006; Gries, 2013) to assess the “glueyness” of the sub-units for each RMS. 

DP measured a proficient speaker’s likelihood to select a word given a neighboring context of a variable size as a cue. 

This contingency-based metric allowed us to assess RMS formualicity in two directions. Cut-off values for the raw 

frequency and dispersion of the RMS were used to exclude hapax legomena sequences. All RMSs were then ranked 

by the DP-based “glueyness”. On the other hand, we defined a series of variables to characterize RMS syntactic and 

prosodic properties. The syntactic properties included (1) the phrasal cohesiveness of the sequence (i.e., whether the 

sequence is structurally complete), and (2) the (intended) structural type of the sequence (i.e., NP-based, Clause/VP-

based, PP-based). Prosodic properties included: co-occurrence with pausing, alignment with intonation units (IUs), 

and durational reduction. Linear mixed-effect models were used to analyze the relationships between formualicity 

scores and syntactic properties of the RMSs on the one hand, and each prosodic property on the other.  

Our results suggest that the higher the formulaicity, the more likely the RMS will be aligned with pauses and IUs, 

and the average syllable duration of the RMS will be shorter. The former prosodic behavior suggests a holistic 

processing of the RMS and the latter instantiates the common acoustic correlates of frequency effects (Bybee, 2002). 

A significant interaction between formulaicity and syntactic configuration is also observed. That is, syntactic integrity 

will have little/strong effect on the prosodic realization of the RMS if the RMS is high/low in formulaicity. This study 

provides support from speech production for the claim shared by usage-based linguists that constituency is not a fixed 

categorical attribute of linguistic units, but an emergent property motivated by language use. 
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A usage-based constructionist approach to grammar: Semantic network analyses of words, 

constructions, and alternations 

Alvin Cheng-Hsien Chena and Hung-Kuan Sub  

a,bNational Taiwan Normal University 
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Keywords: network analysis, usage-based, construction grammar, contingency learning 

 

Grammatical competence features a development of native intuition in “predicting the linguistic constructions that are 

most likely to be relevant in the ongoing discourse context” (Gries & Ellis, 2015, p. 236). Choosing a proper construction 

from a set of notionally equivalent constructions is essential to one’s grammatical competence. This study provides a 

case study on the functional variations of three near-synonymous space particle constructions (SPC) encoding 

CONTAINMENT in Chinese: [zai NP li/nei/zhong] and presents semantic network analyses on the inter-relationships 

between these partially schematic constructions (i.e., SPC) and the words occupying the NP position of the SPC (i.e., 

their co-occurring landmark, LM). We first extracted all relevant SPC tokens from Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus of 

Mandarin Chinese. We determined two types of relationships: (1) LM-SPC, and (2) LM-LM. The former specifies the 

faithfulness of the contingency between a word serving as the LM of the SPC and the SPC; the latter specifies the 

semantic similarity between words occupying the LM position of the SPC. The LM-SPC association was identified using 

the “distinctiveness” of the distinctive collexeme analyses (Gilquin, 2006; Gries & Stefanowitsch, 2004); the LM-LM 

association was determined based on the cosine similarity of the effective statistical learning of the word-embedding 

modeling (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). We utilized these metrics to build semantic networks in which the 



nodes represent symbolic units (e.g., LM words and SPC constructions) and the edges strong LM-SPC and LM-LM 

associations. We ask three questions: (1) For each LM, how prototypical is it of the meaning of the SPC? (2) For each 

SPC, how semantically cohesive are its LM exemplars? (3) What are the functional differences of these three SPCs? 

Network algorithms of betweenness centrality and detection of communities were used to find the patterns underlying 

the semantic networks. Our results suggest that LI is a more unmarked SPC in encoding CONTAINMENT, co-occurring 

with more heterogenous LMs. NEI shows a strong preference for LMs denoting temporal concepts. This metaphorical 

use often implies a preplanned objective in the proposition, with the LM as an intended deadline. Finally, ZHONG shows 

a strong connection to LMs denoting high-dynamicity events. This extended use often comes with a marked aspectual 

reading of the LM. Our network analyses bring to the foreground the importance of repeated language experiences in 

the shaping and entrenchment of linguistic knowledge. Mental grammar represents rich implicit knowledge of the 

contingency learning of these distributions in language use (Ellis & Ogden, 2017). 
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三、 建議 

– 受限於關西學院大學的地理位置，交通不是非常方便，這次許多與會同

仁，均居住在大阪梅田區域，而往返交通耗時。未來主辦會議單位應考

量交通成本，思考接駁公車的可能性，降低與會者交通往返的時間。 



– 主辦單位應加強工作人員的英語要求，當與會者以英語尋求協助時，希

望能夠減少挫折感。 

– 關西學院大學位於山區，學校周遭沒有什麼商家，因此在會議中午用餐

時，與會者的選擇性不多，僅幾家少數的學校餐廳。未來或許可以考慮

午餐改以餐盒供應，規劃更多類型的選擇。 

– 主辦單位於會議期間，並未提供無線網路，與會者需仰賴 Eduroam的

漫遊，但有時可能連結上身份認證還是會出問題。未來或許可以考慮提

供不設限的無線網路，以利與會者使用。 

四、 攜回資料名稱及內容 

1) 會議手冊 

2) 會議麻布袋 

3) 認知語言學會宣傳頁 

4) 認知語言學會扇子 

5) 認知語言學會手帕 

六、其他 
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